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INTRODUCTION

With the increased use of polymeric materials in the biomedical field,
surface modification techniques to create desired interfaces between
artificial materials and organisms have become increasingly important
in modern science and technology.1 An effective approach for devel-
oping a desired biomaterial is to modify the surface of a material that
has excellent bulk properties. To modify a surface by a covalent
approach often requires surface pre-treatments or harsh reaction
conditions, as many polymers are chemically inert.2 Furthermore, it
is inevitable that not only the chemical structures will change, but also
the nanostructures of the surfaces will be destroyed. Therefore, covalent
modification is sometimes not appropriate for the modification of soft
and delicate materials possessing key nanostructures. On the other
hand, noncovalent modification such as physical adsorption and self-
assembly are very simple,3 but unfortunately depend on unpredictable
and nonspecific interactions, which are difficult to control precisely.
Recently, as an alternative approach, material-binding peptides

(MBPs), which specifically bind to inorganic/organic material sur-
faces, have been identified from combinatorial peptide libraries dis-
played on phages and cell surfaces, and have been used as non-
covalently bound linkers to functionalize pristine surfaces.4 As it has
been demonstrated that MBPs can recognize slight differences in the
delicate chemical structures of material surfaces, they can be used to
modify complicated material surfaces easily. This approach has been
widely applied to the attachment of proteins,5 cells,6 inorganic
particles7 and polyethylene glycol8 to target materials. Although
many applications have been demonstrated for MBPs as surface
modifiers, it remains an open question whether each peptide can
express their capabilities to the maximum.

With regard to peptides on polymer film surfaces, the situation
would be more complicated because the interfaces between the
polymer film surfaces and aqueous solutions have been reported to
be diffuse.9,10 In other words, the films’ outermost surface of water-
insoluble polymers such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) tends
to swell with water molecules, thus forming ‘soft’ interfaces. Neutron
reflectivity measurements have recently suggested that the thickness of
the water-swollen layers of atactic (at) (in fact, syndiotactic (st)-rich)
PMMA films was more than 8nm from the outermost surface.9 It has
also been suggested that the water-swollen layers of isotactic (it)-
PMMA might be thicker than that of atactic-PMMA.10 Therefore,
considering the functional modification of PMMA surfaces using
short peptides (for example, the length of 10-mer peptides with an
extended chain conformation is expected to be less than 4nm), the
peptides on the PMMA film surfaces might be embedded inside the
water-swollen layers, and would not function as surface modifiers
(Figure 1, top). In contrast, when the polymer film surfaces have
unswollen, ‘hard’ interfaces, then immobilized peptides would work
successfully (Figure 1, bottom). Although there has been no research
on these effects on the surface modification thus far, it can be one of
the important factors, which are unique to polymer surface modifica-
tion using MBPs.
In this paper, we modified it- and st-PMMA film surfaces with

biotinylated peptides that specifically bound to the polymers,11,12 and
analyzed the binding of streptavidin (SAv) to these immobilized
peptides. In addition, PMMA stereocomplex (SC) films, which were
composed of both it- and st-PMMAs,13 were similarly evaluated by
their specific peptides under the same conditions, and the results were
compared against those of it- and st-PMMAs. We report herein that
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the ability to functionally modify the film surfaces with the peptides
differs depending on the PMMA species.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Materials
It-PMMA (Polymer Source, Mn 19 000, Mw/Mn 1.10, mm 98%), st-PMMA

(Polymer Source, Mn 18 600, Mw/Mn 1.23, mm 485%), and SAv (Thermo

Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) were used as purchased. It- and

st-PMMA films were prepared by spin-coating from chloroform solutions

(1.7mgml�1) onto gold-coated glass slides (SIA Kit Au, GE Healthcare,

Uppsala, Sweden). SC films were prepared by the layer-by-layer assembly

method,14 which is the simple alternating immersion of gold-coated glass

slides into acetonitrile solutions (1.7mgml�1) of it- and st-PMMAs.13 The

films thicknesses were adjusted to approximately 10nm (see the Supplementary

Information for the detailed experimental methods). Biotinylated peptides were

prepared by solid-phase peptide synthesis using standard 9-fluorenylmethylox-

ycarbonyl -based procedures and using fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl-glutamic

acid g-biotinylated through a mono(propylene glycol) and di(ethylene glycol)

spacer as a biotinylating reagent (see the Supplementary Information for the

detailed experimental methods).

Film characterization
The static contact angle of PMMA films on gold-coated glass slides (SIA Kit Au,

GE Healthcare) was measured with a commercial apparatus (CA-X, Kyowa

Interface Science, Saitama, Japan). The surface topology of the PMMA films

was visualized by non-contact mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) (SPM-

9600, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) in air using a silicon cantilever (PointProbe,

NCH, resonance frequency 320 kHz, force constant 42Nm�1, NanoWorld,

Neuchatel, Switzerland). Film thickness of the PMMA films was measured by

scratching-mode AFM (SPM-9600, Shimadzu) in HBS-N (10 mM HEPES

buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4, GE Healthcare) using a silicon nitride

cantilever (OMCL-TR800PSA-1, spring constant 0.57Nm�1, Olympus, Tokyo,

Japan). The density of PMMA films was calculated from the film thickness and

the film weight measured by using quartz crystal microbalance (see the

Supplementary Information for the detailed experimental methods).

Surface modification of PMMA films with peptides
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) measurements (BIAcore X, GE Healthcare)

were used for surface modification experiments. PMMA films prepared on

gold-coated glass slides were set to the SPR apparatus. HBS-N was flowed at a

rate of 5mlmin�1 at 25 1C during the experiment. After more than 3 h of buffer

flow, freshly prepared biotinylated peptide solutions were applied to the PMMA

films to immobilize the biotinylated peptides, and then the solutions were

exchanged to a peptide-free buffer for 5min. Subsequently, the SAv solution

(250nM) was applied for 2min to monitor the binding of SAv, and then the

SAv solution was replaced by buffer. The amount of SAv bound was calculated

as the difference in the RU (resonance unit) between the baseline and 120 s

after buffer exchange. The RU value was converted to a peptide density

(pmol cm�2), assuming that a SPR angle shift of 11 (¼10 000RU) corresponds

to B1mg cm�2.15

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Combinations of PMMAs and the peptides used for surface modifica-
tion experiments are summarized in Table 1. It-PMMA-binding
(itBP)11 and st-PMMA-binding peptides (stBP)12 were identified
previously. To demonstrate the functions of itBP and stBP as surface
modifiers, the peptides were biotinylated (Figure 2a, termed B-itBP
and stBP-B, respectively) for SAv immobilization onto the corre-
sponding polymer films. The N terminus of itBP and the C terminus
of stBP were biotinylated, because a peptide terminus which is far
from the binding motif was reported to be more suitable for
conjugating a foreign molecule to maintain the original affinity of
the peptide.16,17 The SC-binding peptide (SCBP) was newly identified
by the same experimental method (see the Supplementary Informa-
tion for the detailed experimental methods). The binding constant of
the SCBP for the SC films was estimated to be 7.5�105 M�1, which
was comparable with that of itBP (2.8�105 M�1) and stBP
(9.1�104 M�1).18 The binding specificity of SCBP for the SC films
was demonstrated (see the Supplementary Information for the
detailed Results and discussion). The sequence homologies of the
SCBP with other identified peptides for the SC films suggested that the
amino acid sequence near the C terminus was important for binding
with SC. Therefore, the N terminus of SCBP was biotinylated
(Figure 2a, termed B-SCBP). Although the binding constants of
these peptides for each PMMA film are slightly different, the amounts
of peptides dissociated during SAv binding experiments could be
ignored (less than 1 and 5% of the immobilized peptides were
dissociated from it-/st-PMMA and SC films, respectively) due to
sufficiently small dissociation rates.
Figure 2b shows typical examples of SPR sensorgrams obtained

when SAv was bound onto the peptide-immobilized PMMA films.
Surprisingly, the amounts of SAv bound onto the it- and st-PMMA
films were analyzed to be 0.11 and 0.32 pmol cm�2 at an optimal
peptide density of 56.2 pmol cm�2 and 11.1 pmol cm�2, respectively.
These values are considerably lower than the previously reported

Figure 1 Schematic representation of the polymer surface modification with

peptides. The peptides are embedded inside (top) and exposed on (bottom)

the polymer films. Streptavidin binds to the exposed biotinylated peptides.

Table 1 Combinations of PMMAs and peptides used for surface

modification experiments

Polymer Peptide Sequence Biotinylationa

it-PMMA itBP ELWRPTRb N

st-PMMA stBP HKPDANRc C

SC SCBP STPPRLWd N

Abbreviations: it, isotactic; itBP, it-PMMA-binding peptide; PMMA, poly(methyl methacrylate);
SC, stereocomplex; SCBP, SC-binding peptide; st, syndiotactic; stBP, st-PMMA-binding peptide.
aBiotinylated termini of peptide.
bReference 11.
cReference 12.
dSee the Supplementary Information.
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maximum amount of SAv (2.1 pmol cm�2) bound onto
polyetherimide (PEI) via the specific binding peptide under the same
conditions,17 although the existence of B-itBP on it-PMMA films was
confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (Supplementary
Table S3). It is noted that the amount of SAv physically absorbed
onto bare it- and st-PMMA films was similarly low (Supplementary
Figure S7). When the experiments were performed at various
peptide densities, the amount of SAv bound onto the it- and
st-PMMA films remained low, and did not increase (Figure 2c). It
was therefore difficult to simply interpret as the inaccessibility
of SAv to the immobilized peptides due to steric or directional
effects. It is also noted that the mean roughness values of all
PMMA films were small enough (less than 2nm); therefore, the
films’ surface topology should not affect the bindings of peptides
and SAv.
Since the molecular size of the fully extended peptides used here is

less than 5 nm, the binding of SAv seemed to be critically affected by
the degree of the peptides’ exposure at the polymer film surface. Most
of the peptides immobilized onto the it- and st-PMMA films might be
embedded inside the water-swollen layers of film surfaces, thus
resulting in low accessibility of the SAv toward the peptides. Moreover,
as it-PMMA films have been reported to swell with water molecules
more than st-PMMA films,10 it must be reasonable that the amount of
SAv bound onto the it-PMMA films was slightly less than the st-
PMMA films, as aforementioned. The static contact angles of the films
measured in water using air bubbles also supported the embedding of
the peptides inside the it- and st-PMMA films. The angles of the it-
PMMA films before and after B-itBP immobilization (1mM, 30min)
were estimated to be 118.6±0.71 and 118.4±0.41, respectively. Those
of the st-PMMA films were 115.0±1.41 and 115.4±0.41, respectively.
Therefore, the CAs for both PMMA films remained constant, imply-
ing that the surface-immobilized B-itBP and stBP-B are really
embedded inside the water-swollen layers, as shown in Figure 1,
top. It is noted that the PEI film’s surface was more hydrophobic
than the it- and st-PMMAs, possibly suggesting that the bound
peptides were readily exposed at the PEI film’s surface, which had a
hard interface.17

On the other hand, the amount of SAv bound onto the SC films via
biotinylated SCBP was significantly greater than the amount of SAv
bound onto it-/st-PMMA films via B-itBP/stBP-B (Figure 2b). The
amount of SAv bound increased gradually with increasing density of
the B-SCBP, and saturated at B2.5 pmol cm�2 at a peptide density of
more than B40pmol cm�2 (Figure 2c). The amounts of SAv bound
onto the SC films were comparable to those onto PEI films, irrespec-
tive of the films’ hydrophilicity (see below).17 The immobilized SAv
molecules were distributed as monolayer, as confirmed by AFM
(Supplementary Figure S8). Although the chemical structures of
these three PMMA films are essentially the same, the accessibility of
the SAv toward the immobilized peptides was different, clearly
indicating that these peptides on the corresponding polymer films
were presented in a different way. The static contact angles of the SC
films before and after B-SCBP immobilization (1mM, 30min) were
analyzed to be 125.4±0.81 and 126.9±0.51, respectively. In contrast
to the it- and st-PMMA films aforementioned, the angles of the SC
films slightly increased and became more hydrophilic after B-SCBP
immobilization, possibly implying that the surface-immobilized
B-SCBP might be exposed on the SC film surfaces. It is noted that
the SC films were most hydrophilic in the three PMMA films based on
static contact angle measurements. Therefore, it was found that the
surface exposure of immobilized peptides was not simply interpreted
by the contact angles of polymer films.
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Figure 2 Surface modification of various PMMA films using biotinylated

peptides. (a) Chemical structures of B-it-BP, stBP-B and B-SCBP. (b) Typical

SPR sensorgrams for the binding of SAv (250 nM) onto peptide-coated

PMMA films. Solid black line: it-PMMA/B-itBP (56.2pmol cm�2). Solid gray

line: st-PMMA/stBP-B (11.1pmol cm�2). Dashed black line: SC/B-SCBP

(56.7 pmol cm�2). (c) The amount of SAv bound onto it-PMMA (triangle),

st-PMMA (square), and SC (circle) films at various peptide densities.
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A recent study on high-resolution AFM observations has proposed
that SC is composed of triple-stranded helical SCs, in which it-PMMA
double helices are surrounded by a single st-PMMA helix.19 Although
we do not have sufficient information on the surface water-swollen
structures of SC films in aqueous solution, the structurally rigid
SC film surfaces might swell with fewer water molecules than the
it-/st-PMMAs, thus resulting in more effective exposure of the B-
SCBP immobilized on the ‘hard’ SC film surface, as shown in Figure 1,
bottom. In fact, the density of the SC films analyzed in buffer solutions
was estimated to be 1.37 g cm�3, which was obviously larger than that
of the it-PMMA films (1.21 g cm�3). Although the difference in the
film densities do not directly indicate the difference in the water-
swollen structures, these observations suggest that the SC films tend to
swell with smaller amounts of water molecules than the it-PMMA
films, followed by improvement of the peptides’ ability to functionally
modify the polymer film surfaces.

CONCLUSION

Biologically identified peptides that bind to it-PMMA, st-PMMA,
and their assembled SC films were used for the noncovalent
surface modification of polymer film surfaces, and we then
compared their ability to function as surface modifiers with
each other. itBP, stBP and SCBP were biotinylated, and were
used for SAv immobilization onto the respective target polymers
under the same conditions, thus enabling an evaluation of the
accessibility of SAv toward the immobilized peptides. The SAv was
almost inaccessible to the B-itBP/stBP-B immobilized onto the it-/
st-PMMA films, possibly because the peptides were embedded
inside the water-swollen layers of the PMMA films. In contrast,
the SAv successfully bound to the immobilized B-SCBP due to
surface exposure of the peptide. Although we need to analyze the
detailed structure of the SC films in the near future, it was
suggested that the water-swollen structure of the polymer film
surface in aqueous solution would be one of the important factors
that affected their ability to functionally modify the polymer film
surfaces. The present study offered new and significant insights
into the modification of polymer films using MBPs, and would
expand the development of MBPs for use in various applications.
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